chances are you head to a
Project Noah

a home, you stop by the
lumber yard. But the native
people and early settlers
of this valley drew what
they needed from the land.
Archeologists estimate
that people have lived in
this high desert landscape

Coyote Willow

As you climb into the high country

Take a walk along the Paria River,

surrounding Bryce Valley, you

and you’ll find coyote willow

soon encounter ponderosa pines,
which grow between 6,000 and
8,000 feet in elevation. They’re
easy to spot, with long needles in
packets of three, baseball-sized
cones, and puzzle-piece bark.
Tropic settlers cut the trees and
used both logs and milled lumber
for building construction.

Prickly Pear
When Tropic resident Herm

cradle boards, storage baskets, hats,

alfalfa. He wrote, “My arm had

bowls, and seed beaters. Basket

swollen up black and green, and

making remains an important part

I had to take my knife to cut my

of Paiute culture. When brewed as

shirt sleeve off. I came home and

tea, the willow’s bark has aspirin-

mother sent for Grandmother

like healing qualities.

Pollock as fast as she could. She

and they relied on native

to get prickly pears, burned the
spines off of them, sliced a thin
peeling off and put them right on

their survival. Here are just

my arm to drive the poison out

a few of the local species

of me….Prickly pear is one of the
best things I have ever heard of to
draw out infection.”

In 1936, Tropic residents used
ponderosa pine logs to build the
Scout House, which served as
meeting place for the Boy Scouts.

then peeled and split them to make

by a rattlesnake while irrigating

sent the kids out into the hills

they depended on.

gathered the long, flexible shoots,

Pollock was a boy, he was bitten

for about 10,000 years,
plants and animals for

growing on its banks. Paiute Indians

Indian Hemp
This plant played an important
role in Paiute life. When crushed,
the plant’s brittle, dead stalks
yield a soft, sturdy fiber that

Black-tailed Jackrabbit
For Paiute Indians, the black-tailed
jackrabbit was a key source of
food and clothing. They cut rabbit
pelts into long strips, which they

This pine was one of the most
valuable plants for the native
people of southern Utah. Paiute
Indians harvested pinyon cones

Both native Indians and settlers

cordage for rope, snares, and

Brigham Tea (Mormon
Tea, Indian Tea)

hunted mule deer for food, a

nets. They also used the cordage

Both Paiutes and settlers boiled

stitched these pelts together with

Tropic settlers recall mixing

nuts and ground them on a metate,

tradition that continues today

to stitch strips of rabbit skin

the green twigs of this shrub to

indian hemp twine or sinew.

white fir pitch in equal portions

then cooked the paste with water

during the state’s permitted

together into blankets. Indian

make a medicinal tea. Its Latin

with mutton tallow to create a

to make a tasty mush. Paiutes

hunting season. The Paiutes often

hemp needs moist ground to

name, Ephedra viridis, points

waterproofing for their boots.

spread warm pine pitch over finely

dried the meat to store for later

grow, so you’re most likely to find

to one of its active ingredients,

They also made a balm for

woven baskets to make water jugs

use and made clothing from the

it near seeps and springs.

ephedra, which increases

chapped skin by mixing just a

and applied the pitch to wounds as

small amount of fir pitch with

a disinfectant. Settlers used both

the tallow.

pinyon and juniper logs to build rip-

Mule Deer

the Paiutes twined into supple

heart rate and metabolism and

tanned hide.

constricts blood vessels.

Paiute girls carry woven water jugs
waterproofed with pinyon pitch, c.
1873, photographed by John Hillers
of the Powell Expedition.

Two-needle Pinyon

Indian hemp cordage

in autumn and beat the nuts out

twisted so that the blanket was
fuzzy on both sides. They then

White fir

with sticks. Women roasted the

gut fencing for livestock.

In this 1870 photo, taken by John
Hillers of the Powell Expedition,
Paiute Indians gather for a Circle
Dance, many of them wearing
rabbit skin robes.
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you need supplies to build
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need medicine, you pick it
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